
hile much effort has been put into the develop
ment of filters for radionuclide images, there is still less
than widespread acceptance of their value for improv
ing the detectability of focal abnormalities. Pitt and
Sharp (1) have shown that lesions in bone scans which
can be detected by a simple quantitative technique are,
in practice, missed because the observer cannot see
them. Image filtering may provide a way of overcoming
this problem.

Filtering â€œdistortsâ€•the original image, often intro
ducing artifacts which may be mistaken for lesions. It
is, therefore, important that the original image be dis
played together with the filtered version. Also, process
ing need not be confined to just one filter, the final
decision on the presence of lesions being made by
comparing the different versions ofthe same image (2).

If such a scheme is to be used routinely, then the
chosen filter routines must be fast so that the complete
group of images is produced in, perhaps, bess than
2mm.

This paper investigates whether such a simple filter
ing scheme can improve the detectability of lesions in
bone scans. The bone scans were presented on a 128 X
128 array and all filtering routines were carried out on a
PD? 11/40 computer.
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MATERIALSAND METHOD

Choiceof filter

The most frequently used noise reduction filter, the so
called nine-point filter (3), is fast, taking less than 1 sec for a
128 x 128 image, but in these bone images it was found to
produce an unacceptably large number ofartifacts. Instead, a
tow-pass filter was chosen, the basic rectangular shape of the
filter in frequency spaced being modified by a Hamming
window function (4). A cutoff frequency of I .3 cm@ was
chosen to give what was judged visually to be an acceptable
degree of smoothing. Filtering was carried out by convolu
tion, the filter function being transformed into the object
domain.

The number ofterms or coefficients in the fitter effects both
its speed and the type of artifact produced. For this low-pass
fitter at least three terms, i.e., a center term plus three terms
on each side, were found to be necessary. An â€œasteriskâ€•form
of filter was used, consisting of filter coefficients in the hori
zontal, vertical, and the two 45Â°diagonals only. To shorten
processing time, the values of the filter coefficients used for
the horizontal and vertical terms were also used for the dia
gonats. The filter took 10 sec for a 128 X 128 image, its effect
being shown in Fig. lb. Figure la shows the same data prior to
filtering.

The disadvantage of using this type of filter is that it blurs
the image by averaging across edges. In contrast, the median
filter (5) removes noise spikes yet retains edges and ramps.
The version of the filter chosen for this study had a center
term plus one term on each side in the horizontal and vertical
directions. This cross-shaped form preserves horizontal and
vertical lines. The processing time was 5 sec, Fig. I c showing
the bone image after median filtering.

A differential fitter (6) whose frequency response â€œrolled
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The evaluation is carried out of a simple filleting rou@nefor improving the detectability of low
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FIGURE 1
Set of filtered plus unfiltered images. There is total of ten abnormalities in this image. (a) Original image; (b) Low-pass fil
tered image; (c) Median filtered image; (d) Differential filtered image

offâ€•at 0.6 cm1 was used as the third and final fitter. This
enhances those areas of the image in which the count density
is changing rapidly, Fig. id. A three-term asterisk fitter was
used, processingtime being 18 sec. Filtering was again by
convolution in object space.

Evaluation

Computer simulated abnormalities were added to ten up

per posterior view bone scans (7); these images had been
reported as normal and the patients had not shown clinical
signs of metastatic disease during the subsequent 2-yr follow
up period. Between seven and 12 lesions were added to each
image.

The images,digitizedonto a 128X 128matrix, werecolor
coded according to the heated body spectrum with 255 inten
sity levels and displayed on a TV monitor interfaced to a DEC
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Numberof timesthatanabnormalitywasseenOnlyinthelntheflltered+lnboththeInunfilteredunfiltered

imagesbutunfilteredimageneitherimage
pre nottheunfilteredand in the fifteredpresen

Viewer sensationimage on its own+ unfifteredimagestation

TABLE2Total
Number of False-Posltive Responses, i.e., Artifacts

IncorrectlyIdentifiedas Abnormalities,Reported
in TwoExperimentsNumber

of falsepositivesFiftered
+unfilteredViewer

UnfilteredimagesimagesA

3522B
2320C
3513D
3424E
3518F
32 16

TABLE I
Total Number of Abnormallties

A6272929B2323126C0273529D4312828E3253221F6292927

. As same images are used In both experiments, i.e., when only unfiltered version of image Is displayed and when quadrant

presentationofunfilteredplusfilteredimagesisshown,thenparticularabnormalitymaybeseenonlyinfirstexperiment,onlyinquadrant
presentation, in both experiments or may not be seen at all.

Vax 11/750 computer by way of a Sigmex 7000 series ad
vanced image display system. Six observers, five of whom
wereclinicallyexperiencedin reportingbonescans, lookedat
the images. Viewing distance and image brightness were
under the controlof the observer.

Each observer was shown two sets of images; the first
consisted of the ten unprocessed images, each displayed on its
own,and the secondthe unprocessedimagetogether with the
three filtered versions. The sequence of presentation was
randomized.Observerswereasked to report onlythe obvious
abnormalities, the location ofa possible lesion being indicated
by an operator controlled cursor. No limit was placed on the
number of possibleabnormalitieswhichcould be reported in
animage.

RESULTS

Each responsecan be classifiedas either a correct or incor
rect identification of an abnormality, i.e., true-or false-posi
tive response, respectively. These are shown in Tables 1and 2
for the two presentations.

The effect of introducing filtered images was tested by
comparing the number of abnormalities correctly identified
only on the unfiltered image with the number seen only on the
unfiltered plus filtered images,i.e.,columns2 and 3 of Table
1. Since the same images were used in both presentations,
McNemar's test (8) provides a suitable test for the statistical
significance of the difference. All six observers detected sig
nificantly more abnormalities when the filtered images were
used(p>O.95).

Such an increase in the number of true-positive responses
may be of little value if the number of false positives, i.e.,
artifacts mistakenly reported as abnormalities, also increases.
Table 2 showsthat there was no increase in the number of
false positives when the filtered images were introduced.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The simple scheme of image processing significantly
improved the detectability oflesions in bones scans; on
average, the number of lesions correctly detected in
creased by 73% after filtering. No attempt was made in

this study to investigate all possible types of filters and
further work is in progress. The criterion used was that
processing time should be short with the number of
terms in the fitter array being kept to a minimum,
subject to the need to avoid introducing artifacts into
the filtered image. For this reason only stationary fit
ters were considered. As the total processing time, using
the type of computer commonly found in nuclear medi
cine processing systems, was less than 1mm it is consid
ered that the study has shown the feasibility of this
approach to image filtering.

Signal detection theory has been used by several
workers to measure the efficacy of image processing
(2,9â€”15).When, as in our case, there is no restriction on
the number of locations at which the lesion may occur,
it is not possible to express the number of false-positive
responses as a percentage and so conventional receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves cannot be used.
The free response operating characteristic (FROC)
curve proposed by Brunch (16) may offer a solution to
this problem. Instead we chose to keep the observers'
decision criterion fixed. Since it was observed that the
number of false-positive responses did not increase
when the filtered images were introduced, the effect of
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filtering can be measured simply by comparing true
positive response rates.

The choice of presenting three filtered images to
gether with the unprocessed one was made solely for
convenience ofdisplay, although it is obviously undesir
able to have a large number of filtered images displayed
concurrently. One possibility might be to have a range
of simple filters available, the operator choosing the
ones most suitable for the imaging problem under con
sideration. There still needs to be considerable work
done on investigating the suitability of various filters.
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